expression was significantly higher in cognitively declining group compared to stable MCI (P = 0.001; Mann-Whitney, n = 15 (MCI stable) and 10 (MCI decliners)) and plotting miR-206 agianst ΔMMSE showed a strong correlation (P = 0.005, n = 25). (B) MCI subjects including omitted subjects by LOCF method were grouped based on age-adjusted Free-cued-selectivereminding-test (FCSRT). Relative miR-206 expression was significantly higher in subjects below the FCSRT-free recall cut off (P = 0.017; Mann-Whitney, n = 17 (above cut-off) and 8 (below cut-off)) while relative expression of miR-206 showed a strong correlation with FCSRTfree scores (P = 0.017, n = 25). 
